Abstract: We set up the bootstrap procedure for supersymmetric Galilean Conformal (SGC) field theories in two dimensions by constructing the SGC blocks in the N = 1 and two possible N = 2 extensions of the Galilean conformal algebra. In all analyzed cases, we present the bootstrap equations by crossing symmetry of the four point function. In addition, we compute the global SGC blocks analytically by solving the differential equations obtained by acting with the Casimirs of the global subalgebras inside the four point function. These global blocks agree with the general SGC blocks in the limit of large central charge. We comment on possible applications to supersymmetric BMS 3 invariant field theories and flat holography.
Introduction
Conformal invariance is the most restrictive symmetry one can impose on a given relativistic (Lorentz invariant) quantum field theory [1] . In the absence of a physical scale the relevant physics is determined universally and is fixed by the different possible realizations of scale invariance. A systematic and non-perturbative method to find out which realizations of conformal symmetry are possible exists in the bootstrap program [2, 3] . The idea is to use unitarity, associativity of the operator algebra and crossing symmetry to constrain the possible sets of consistent conformal field theories (CFTs). This program has been successfully applied to minimal models in 2 dimensions and the (supersymmetric) Liouville model [4] [5] [6] . A revival of this approach followed [7, 8] and the development of new techniques to constrain the space of possible CFTs in higher dimensions [9] and solve the 3D Ising model [10] (see [11] [12] [13] for modern reviews and references).
In the context of the AdS 3 /CFT 2 correspondence, bootstrap techniques for CFTs with large central charge c can provide valuable insights into quantum gravitational effects [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The conformal blocks, which are the atomic constituents of CFT correlators and the basic ingredient for the conformal bootstrap, have a gravitational interpretation as the sum over exchanges of wave functions of primary objects in AdS 3 , including AdS 3 gravitons. A detailed understanding of the blocks beyond the semi-classical limit would hence provide a way to sum graviton scattering processes [24] [25] [26] .
The bootstrap philosophy is not unique to relativistic CFTs. The same arguments lead to constraints on theories which possess a certain version of scale invariance, but are not invariant under (the full set of) Lorentz transformations. Examples of these kind of theories are the non-and ultra relativistic limits of CFTs [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and warped conformal field theories (WCFTs) [32, 33] , for which the bootstrap program has been formulated in [34, 35] and [36, 37] respectively. In this work we will be interested in furthering the understanding of non-and ultra-relativistic limits of supersymmetric conformal field theories in two dimensions by computing the analogue of the conformal blocks in this class of theories.
The motivation for considering (supersymmetric) non-and ultra-relativistic conformal field theories is fourfold. First of all, non-relativistic Galilean (super)conformal symmetries arise on the worldsheet of (super)string theory in the tensionless limit [38] [39] [40] [41] . Secondly, just like conformal invariance appears at the fixed point in the RG flow of relativistic QFTs, Galilean conformal invariance is expected to arise at the fixed point for non-relativistic quantum field theories (or for effective field theories when velocities are small compared to the speed of light). A thorough understanding of Galilean conformal QFTs is therefore crucial to describe universal behavior in non-relativistic quantum field theories. A third motivation is that very little explicit theories possessing this symmetry are known. Besides the aforementioned worldsheet theories of the tensionless string, we are only aware of the free scalar theory of ref. [42] , a free fermion (from the supersymmetric generalization of the scalar) [43] and an ultra-relativistic version of Liouville theory [44] . It is conceivable that a successful implementation of the non-and ultra-relativistic conformal bootstrap program may lead to novel theories possessing these symmetries. Last but not least, our work is motivated by possible applications to a flat space holographic correspondence in 2+1 dimensions. We will elaborate on this a bit further.
The reason why the non-and ultra-relativistic limits of CFTs can to some extend be considered on the same footing is that in two spacetime dimensions the two symmetry algebras are isomorphic. The non-relativistic limit of the Virasoro algebra is given as anİnönü-Wigner contraction leading to the two dimensional Galilean conformal algebra (GCA 2 ). The ultrarelativistic limit is defined as a different contraction, but it leads to the same algebra. It is this limit which is relevant in the context of flat space holography because it gives the asymptotic symmetry algebra of flat space, the analogue of the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs algebra [45, 46] in three dimensions; the BMS 3 algebra [47, 48] .
The isomorphism between the non-and ultra-relativistic limit of the conformal algebra in two dimensions is perhaps not surprising since in two dimensions swapping time with the one spatial direction interchanges non-and ultra-relativistic physics. However for an implementation of the symmetry at the quantum level representations become important. In that sense the differences between GCA 2 and BMS 3 could become manifest given that the non-and ultra-relativistic limits of highest-weight representations of the Virasoro algebra are not the same [49] . Specifically, the non-relativistic limit leads to non-unitary highest-weight representations of GCA 2 while the ultra-relativistic limit instead leads to the unitary induced representations of BMS 3 [50] .
Contrary to what one could expect, the non-unitary highest-weight representation have proven very effective in flat space holography computations. When using these representations, one can match the entropy of flat space cosmological solutions with a modified Cardy formula [51, 52] , stress-tensor correlators [53, 54] and entanglement entropy [55, 56] . Recently it was shown that also the two and three point functions of generic GCA primaries, the Poincaré blocks [57] and the BMS 3 blocks [58] match with geodesic Witten diagrams in asymptotically flat spacetimes. Using induced representations the only result known to us are the characters of BMS 3 [59] but besides this it is not known how to compute correlators, entanglement entropy or the BMS analogue of the conformal blocks. So here we will keep using highest-weight representations and refer to the algebra as 'Galilean conformal' instead of BMS. Our main results, however, are expected to also be applicable to BMS 3 in the highest-weight representations by the above considerations. The interesting question on how to reproduce these results in flat holography using induced (or any other unitary) representation of BMS 3 we will leave for future work.
In this paper, we will compute the non-relativistic version of superconformal blocks [6, [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] or the supersymmetric Galilean conformal (SGC) blocks. Various supersymmetric extensions of GCA 2 /BMS 3 symmetries and gravitational bulk theories with these asymptotic symmetries have been considered in [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . Here we will focus on setting up the bootstrap procedure in the N = 1 and two possible N = 2 supersymmetric extensions which we define from a contraction of the N = (1, 1) superconformal algebra in the next subsection. In each of these cases we will find explicit expressions for the global blocks (for light operators in the limit of large central charges) and formulate the bootstrap equations.
Non-and ultra-relativistic superconformal algebras
Before we begin with the intrinsic analysis we recall how the two N = 2 symmetry algebras we consider in this paper follow from non-and ultra-relativistic limits of the N = (1, 1) superconformal algebra [73, 78] . The superconformal algebra consists out of two super Virasoro algebras
For the bosonic part of the algebra we have two different ways to contract the generators, one corresponding to the non-relativistic limit and one to the ultra-relativistic limit [31, 48] .
They are defined by taking → 0 after redefining the Virasoro generators as:
Note that in the ultra-relativistic limit the raising and lowering operators mix in the contraction. This is the reason why the highest-weight representations of Virasoro do not remain highest-weight in this limit. Instead they become massive rest-frame states which are annihilated by all M n with n = 0. Acting with any L n for n = 0 builds up the BMS module of [49] . After taking → 0 the bosonic part reduces to the
with central charges c M = (c + − c − ) and c L = c + + c − in the non-relativistic limit and c M = (c + + c − ) and c L = c + − c − for the ultra-relativistic case. 1 The difference between GCA 2 and BMS 3 exists in how the generators act as spacetime symmetries. In the case of GCA 2 we are considering two dimensional field theories invariant under time-dependent accelerations g(t) and time reparametrizations f (t) acting on the coordinates as
These transformations are generated by the vector fields on the Galilean plane R 1,1 .
These vector fields span the GCA 2 algebra (1.3), which allows for two non-trivial central extensions, denoted here as c L and c M . The global subgroup of this algebra consists out of spatial translations (
, and a non-relativistic version of the spatial and temporal special conformal transformations
For BMS 3 we interpret M n , L n in (1.3) as generating supertranslations and superrotations along null infinity (I ):
Here {u, x} are coordinates on a null plane. The null cylinder coordinates along I , more customary for flat space holography, (τ, ϕ) can be obtained by the map x = e iϕ , u = iτ e iϕ . The map between representation independent results in GCA and BMS exists in swapping the time coordinate t with the spatial coordinate at I and exchanging x in (1.4) with the null direction along I . In both the relativistic and the non-relativistic limit the fermionic generators can be taken to scale in two different ways. One option is to scale both G ± r in the same way, which leads to the democratic (or homogeneous) N = 2 super GCA algebra. The second option is to take the fermionic generators to scale as an asymmetric combination, much like the bosonic generators in (1.2). We will refer to this as the despotic algebra, after [77] .
Democratic Despotic non-relativistic :
The democratic limit in both cases leads to (1.3) together with
while the despotic limit gives the (anti)-commutators
Both supersymmetry algebras follow as asymptotic symmetries of flat space supergravities in three dimensions [77] . A subtlety is that the limit of the Hermitian conjugate is only well defined in the ultra-relativistic democratic case and in the non-relativistic despotic case. In the remainder of this paper we will work intrinsically with field theories invariant under the algebras (1.9) and (1.10). The details on the various limits we will leave for future work [83] . In the next section we will review the bosonic case first derived in [34] and fix notation for the remainder of the paper. In section 3 we will formulate the Galilean conformal bootstrap and compute the global blocks for the N = 1 super-GCA algebra, which is essentially (1.9) with only one set of supergenerators. In section 4 we will discuss the same in the N = 2 democratic case and section 5 takes care of the despotic case. We present our conclusions in section 6. Appendix A collects various details about the operator product expansions for these theories.
Galilean conformal blocks: a review
In this section we will fix the notation and warm up with a brief review of the GCA invariant field theories and the GCA 2 (or BMS 3 )-blocks constructed in [34] . A thorough account of the setting, definitions and computations here can be found in [27, 29, 35 ] to which we refer for more details.
A GCA state-operator correspondence
The basic idea is to consider possible correlation functions of operators in QFTs invariant under GCA 2 symmetry (1.3). Like in conformal field theories, it will turn out to be very useful to define a state-operator correspondence in the highest-weight representations of GCA 2 . The vacuum state |0 is defined as being annihilated by the global subgroup and all lowering operators
Primary states are labeled by their L 0 and M 0 weights, denoted by ∆, ξ respectively:
They are annihilated by lowering operators {L n , M n } with n > 0 and they correspond to Galilean conformal primary operators φ p (t, x) inserted at the origin of the Galilean plane
The GCA modules (analogue to the Verma modules in CFT) are then defined as acting with raising operators {L n , M n }, with n < 0 on the primary states, defining the GCA descendant states at level N
where {N } denotes two sets of integers {k} and {l}, whose total level N is the sum of all elements in the sets and we organize them in descending order. The next ingredients we need are the definition of the out state and the Hermitian conjugate. The Hermitian conjugate of a primary state can be represented as an operator in the infinite future
Hermitian conjugation inverts the order of the descendant operators and takes
The out states (2.5) are annihilated by the raising operators. The primary operators φ p (t, x) transform under GCA symmetries as [29] :
We will denote the right hand side of these equations as differential operators D Ln and D Mn . Applying these operators inside correlation function gives the GCA Ward identities. The correlation functions between primaries are invariant under the global Galilean conformal algebra. This fixes the functional form of the normalized two-point function completely
where t mn = t m −t n and likewise for x mn . The three point function between primaries depend on a single coefficient c imn 10) where ∆ imn = ∆ i + ∆ m − ∆ n and likewise for ξ imn . The four point function can depend on a general function of the invariant cross ratios T and X. We will write it as
where F GCA is an arbitrary function of the GCA cross ratios
We have chosen conventions for the four point function such that at equal external weights ∆ i,j,m,n = ∆ and ξ i,j,m,n = ξ the prefactor simplifies to
By a global GCA transformation we can always take the coordinates to the special values 14) under which T → t and X → x and the correlation functions (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) become
.
The matrix of inner products of states including descendants defines the GCA analogue of the Kac matrix in CFTs. We will denote it by M N and its matrix elements are
It is orthogonal in the sense that only states at the same level have non-zero Kac matrix elements. At level one we have
From this one can easily see that det(M 1 ) = −4ξ 2 is negative, indicating the presence of negative norm states and hence a breakdown of unitarity in this representation. At level two we have 18) and det(M 2 ) = (2ξ) 6 (c M + 8ξ) 2 . At level 3 the determinant of the Kac matrix is det( 4 . For c M = 0 and ξ = 0 the Kac matrices are block diagonal, containing a chiral CFT part generated by L n and all states involving M n generators become null states. In that case the theory trivially reduces to a chiral CFT.
The Galilean conformal blocks
The GCA block is defined analogously to the conformal blocks by expressing the four point function as a sum over primaries (labeled by p) in a given exchange channel. In this case we will choose the exchange channel ji ↔ mn and define the Galilean conformal blocks F ji mn (p|t, x) as the addends in the expansion:
We may compute it as a series expansion of products of three point functions by inserting a complete basis of states 1 = α |α α| in the middle of the four point function (2.19). In the highest-weight representation the complete basis of states is given by
Here M {N },{N } (with indices up) is the inverse of the GCA Kac matrix (2.16). The blocks can now be written as
The three point functions involving descendants in this expression can be computed by acting with the relevant differential operators (2.8) on the three point function involving only primary fields
Here in the last line we have used that ∆ p , ξ p |φ m (t, x)|∆ n , ξ n = e −ξmnp x t t −∆mnp . The first three point function in (2.21) is computed analogously, using generic coordinate dependence for (t j , x j ) and setting it to (1, 0) at the end.
The first few terms of the sum (2.21) are given explicitly as
Here the dots denote terms of level 2 and higher. The resulting block can equivalently be expressed in terms of products of coefficients β appearing in the operator product expansion (OPE)
For a more detailed definition of the β coefficients, as well as the definition of the OPE itself, we refer to appendix A. Crossing symmetry implies the four point function (2.19) should not depend on the exchange channel under consideration. Instead of computing the blocks in the channel ji ↔ mn, we may opt to compute them in a different channel, say ni ↔ mj. This effectively switches j with n, which from the point of view of (2.12) takes t → 1 − t and x → −x. Under this crossing symmetry transformation the GCA block should satisfy
This is the GCA bootstrap equation, first derived in [34] . One of our main results here is to derive the supersymmetric analogue of this equation.
Large central charge expansion and the global GCA-block
The bootstrap philosophy is to use equation (2.25) to constrain the structure constants and weights of primary operators consistent with the (in this case GCA) symmetries of the theory. Even though the symmetry algebra is infinite dimensional and thus highly constraining, it is quite difficult to find a closed form for the GCA blocks in general. But like in CFTs, it is possible to derive a closed form expression for the GCA blocks in the limit of large central charge. We will briefly review how to obtain the GCA blocks in this limit, to which we will refer as global GCA blocks.
In the limit of large central charges the sum over the exchanged state in (2.20) is dominated by primaries and descendants generated by L −1 and M −1 . 2 These descendants commute with the quadratic Casimirs of the global subalgebra of GCA 2 . Inserting the Casimirs to the right of the identity operator in (2.21) we can derive a differential equation by commuting it through the operators on both sides. By commuting it through the descendants on the left we find only the eigenvalues of the Casimirs on the exchanged state ∆ p , ξ p |. When commuting the Casimir through the right, by means of (2.8) we find a differential operator acting on the four point function. This process results in a differential equation which we can solve.
We can define the global GCA block g ji mn (p|t, x) as a limit of the GCA block:
In writing c M,L → ∞ we are slightly abusing the notation because the central charge c M is dimensionful and hence its value can always be rescaled to one. What we mean is that we only consider primary operators φ which are light, such that the dimensionless ratio ξ/c M → 0. The Casimirs of ISO(2,1) are
By acting with the Casimirs inside the four point function as outlined above we can derive the eigenvalue equations
Here in the first line it is understood that one first acts with the Casimirs on the primaries φ m (t m , x m ) and φ n (t n , x n ) inside the four point function (2.11) as differential operators and takes the coordinates (t m , x m ) and (t n , x n ) to their special values (2.14) afterwards. In the last line the eigenvalues of the Casimirs on the primary in the exchange channel ∆ p , ξ p | appear. They are:
At equal external weights, ∆ i,j,m,n = ∆ and ξ i,j,m,n = ξ, the Casimir equations can be written as 
Here the function f (p|t, x) is defined as the summand of the large c limit of
. The solution to these equations involves two arbitrary integration constants which can be fixed by comparing the series expansion of the solution to (the large central charge limit of) the expansion of the GCA block (2.23). The final answer for equal external weights is 32) where 0 < t < 1. In the coming sections, we will concern ourselves with computing the supersymmetric extensions of the global Galilean conformal block.
N = 1 supersymmetric Galilean conformal blocks
In this section we will discuss the Galilean conformal blocks in the simplest supersymmetric extension of the Galilean conformal algebra. This N = 1 extension is isomorphic to the N = 1 super BMS 3 algebra which was found as the asymptotic symmetry algebra at null infinity of three dimensional flat supergravity in [75] . Hence, modulo the aforementioned difficulties with the representation theory, the results of this section are expected to apply to minimally supersymmetric BMS 3 theories as well, such as the free theory obtained in [43] . Holographic realizationsà la [57, 58] could be realized in the supergravity model of [75] .
The algebra and representations
The minimal supersymmetric extension of the GCA algebra is given in terms of the bosonic generators L n and M n and a single fermionic generator Q r :
In the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector the label r takes half integer values. We will work exclusively in this sector, because the global subalgebra in the Ramond sector has no nontrivial contribution from the supersymmetry generators. It is generated by L n , M n with n = −1, 0, +1 and Q r with r = ± 1 2 . Another advantage of considering the NS sector is that the primary states are still only labeled by their M 0 and L 0 weights, hence we can keep calling these states |∆, ξ . They have the same properties as in the previous section, except now they are also annihilated by the fermionic lowering operators Q r with r ≥ 1/2 and the vacuum state |0 is additionally annihilated by Q −1/2 .
The super GCA primary field φ p can be combined with its fermionic superpartner ψ p (t, x) into a superfield Φ p (t, x, θ) depending on a Grassmann-valued coordinate θ
The transformation properties of this SGCA primary field are given by
This defines the differential operators D Ln , D Mn and D Qr . The definition of the in and out states expressed in terms of the superfield is
From acting with (3.3) on the superfield with arbitrary fermionic dependence we can derive the supersymmetry transformations of the primaries: 5) and the fermionic state |ψ p has (L 0 , M 0 ) weights (∆ p + 1 2 , ξ p ). The SGCA modules now includes descendants obtained by acting with the fermionic raising operators Q r with r ≤ −1/2. The inner products of states for the first three nontrivial levels are
Correlation functions
The correlation function of the SGC primaries are obtained straightforwardly from the bosonic ones (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) by replacing the difference of the two bosonic coordinates x kl with a supersymmetric generalization
This implies that the invariant cross ratio X will now contain fermionic coordinates (and we will denote it as X), while T remains unchanged with respect to (2.12). Additionally, there is now the possibility of combining three points into a Grassmann valued invariant
Like the cross ratios, this combination is invariant under the global subalgebra of SGCA. This has a consequence for the four point function, since it is now possible to create a nilpotent bilinear combination of the fermionic cross ratios. Explicitly expanding in this fermionic invariant, the general four point function of four SGCA primaries involves two arbitrary functions of T and X
where the factor of √ 1 − T is introduced for later convenience. Including the supersymmetry generators and the fermionic coordinates, we can use the global subgroup to fix our four pairs of supercoordinates as
where k = {i, j, m, n}. At these points we have
The four point function at equal external weights is now simply
The function F 0 (t, x) and F θ (t, x) are in principle arbitrary, but should satisfy certain constraints imposed by crossing symmetry. They are related to the supersymmetric Galilean conformal blocks which we will construct in the next section. In section 3.4 we will find the block in the large c expansion.
The N = 1 SGC blocks
The supersymmetric Galilean conformal blocks (SGC blocks) F ji mn (p|t, x, θ, η) are defined by writing the four point function as a sum over primaries:
They can be computed analogously to the Galilean conformal blocks derived in section 2.2, by inserting the complete basis of states (2.20) into the four point function (3.12). Now, however, we should take into account that {N } also contains descendants generated with Q r for r ≤ −1/2. Whenever we need an explicit basis for {N } we will denote it as {k}, {l}, {r} so that it is implied that
Like before, the L and M descendants are ordered such that k i ≥ k i+1 and l i ≥ l i+1 but the fermionic descendants satisfy the strict inequality r i > r i+1 . This is to avoid an over complete basis, since Q r Q r = 1 2 M 2r . The result reads:
Here the second line follows from equation (A.7), where the β's are defined in appendix A.2.
Note that with our choice of the coordinates (3.10) the sum above only runs over integer level descendants. The half integer level contributions to the sum drops out because they are identically zero in the first three point function and the (inverse) Kac matrix is block diagonal. The fermionic contribution to the block are contained in the second three point function, due to the fermionic dependence in the primary Φ n (0, 0, η)|0 = |∆ n , ξ n + ηQ −1/2 |∆ n , ξ n . This complicates the computation of this three point function by the OPE (see appendix A.2 for details). The simplest way to compute this second three point function is in terms of differential operators acting on the three point function of primaries:
where in the last line the sum indicate that the differential operator D Qr i should act on both Φ m and Φ n due to the non-trivial η dependence in the last primary. The sign here appears as we have to exchange the order of a fermionic operators in converting the commutators into differential operators. At the end of the day, all fermionic dependence is captured by the supersymmetric coordinate x in the exponent. Aside from this exponent up to level 1 the expansion is equivalent to (2.23)
The four point function is built from superfields which are bosonic and hence the order in which we combine primaries with the OPE inside the four point function should be irrelevant. Above we computed it in the channel ji ↔ mn, but we might as well have considered the ni ↔ mj channel. This crossing symmetry takes the invariant cross ratios to
Under crossing symmetry the global SGCA invariant √ 1 − T Θ imj Θ inj in the four point function (3.9) becomes
At the special value of the coordinates (3.10) these new cross ratios become: 22) and so the product of the fermionic coordinates stays invariant. Finally, crossing symmetry implies for the SGC blocks that
This is the supersymmetric Galilean conformal bootstrap equation.
Global SGC blocks
Like in the GCA case discussed in the previous section, we would like to find a closed form expression for the SGCA blocks. This is possible in the limit of large central charge by solving the differential Casimir eigenequation on the four point function (3.12). Let us denote the two arbitrary function F 0 (t, x) and F θ (t, x) in the large c limit as
for I = 0, θ. The differential eigenvalue equations can be obtained by acting with the quadratic Casimirs inside the four point function (3.9) and taking the coordinates to their special values given in (3.10) afterwards. Now, however, we have more generators in the global subalgebra, Q ±1/2 . These generators commute with the first Casimir in equation (2.27) and hence C 1 and its eigenvalue remains unchanged. The equations are hence identical to the bosonic case
The second Casimir gets contributions from the supersymmetry generators and is now
Due to the fermionic contribution, the eigenvalue on SGCA primary states |∆ p , ξ p is now shifted with respect to the bosonic case. It is
Acting inside the four point function (3.12), the Casimir C 2 leads to the following differential equations for the functions f I (p|t, x):
with the differential operator D tx defined in equation (2.31). There are 4 linearly independent solutions to this system of coupled second order differential equations. We are not interested in all of these solutions, merely in the ones which agree with (3.18) when expanded for small t and x. By comparing this with (3.18) we can fix all four integration constants and obtain
Using this result, the global N = 1 SGC block with equal external weights ∆ i = ∆ and
Note that all dependence on the fermionic coordinates is in the x term in the exponent, but not all x dependence appears as a supersymmetric x. Aside from this the expression is equivalent to the bosonic block (2.32).
Supersymmetric Galilean conformal blocks: N = 2 democratic
In this section we will repeat the procedure for the N = 2 democratic SGCA (1.9), which we repeat here for convenience
We will still restrict ourselves to the NS sector for the reasons outlined in the last section. We also do not consider R-symmetry, as we obtained this algebra from a limit of N = (1, 1) without any R-symmetry. This democratic algebra is a simple extension of the N = 1 algebra (3.1), with doubled fermionic generators Q ± r and superspace Grassmann coordinates θ ± . The action of the generators on a primary superfield is immediately obtained from the previous section
The superfield Φ p now contains two fermionic and two bosonic fields
In terms of this superfield, the in and out states are defined with vanishing fermionic coordinates dependence
The fermionic states |ψ ± ≡ ψ ± (0, 0)|0 and the boson |F ≡ F (0, 0)|0 are supersymmetric descendants of the primary state |∆, ξ :
Their L 0 weight is shifted by 1 2 for the fermions and by one for |F . Since M n commutes with the supersymmetry generators, their M 0 weights are unchanged. The democratic SGCA module now contains raising operators for both fermionic generators
with s i > s i+1 . The inner product of states M {N },{N } = ∆, ξ, {N }|∆, ξ, {N } for the first few levels gives:
8a) in the basis
Correlation functions and an odd sector
With the algebra extended to two supercharges it becomes possible to construct an invariant of fermionic bilinears in the three point function. This means the general three point function now depends on two structure constants which we will denote as c imn andc imn
where
and Θ ± inm are given by (3.8) with θ replaced by θ ± . At the same time there will be two bosonic and four fermionic cross ratios in the four point function. We take it, at equal external weights, to be
(4.10)
After a global SGCA transformation, we may fix the coordinates of the four point function to
At these points the bosonic cross ratios become T → t and X → x = x − 1 2 (θ + η + + θ − η − ). Explicitly expanding (4.10) in the fermionic coordinates, we may write the bosonic function F SGCA in terms of eight arbitrary functions of t and x. It is convenient to expand it in terms of the fermionic combinations
since at the points (4.11) these combinations simply become τ ± 1 = −θ ± and τ ± 2 = −η ± . We will then denote the eight functions appearing in F SGCA as F I (t, x) where I will denote the Grassmann coordinates they multiply at the points (4.11)
Democratic SGC blocks
Due to the two independent structure constants appearing in the three point function, the four point function does not expand in terms of a single block, but instead it contains four independent blocks, depending on the structure constants they multiply
In order to write down explicit expressions for the blocks, it is convenient to split the three point function (4.9) into two parts, one for each independent structure constant, or explicitly in terms of conveniently chosen coordinates:
When inserting the complete basis of states in the four point function (4.14) and splitting the three point functions as above, we can identify the four separate blocks as
Here the OPE coefficients β andβ are defined in appendix A and they can be computed recursively. It is shown there that there is no mixing between the β andβ recursive relations and so they define two independent sectors. In order to compute these blocks explicitly as a series expansion in t and x we can compute the three point functions appearing in (4.16) by acting with the differential operators (4.2) on the appropriate three point functions (4.15). The first few terms in the expansion of the blocks at equal external weights read
By considering a different exchange channel for the four point function (4.10), for instance ni ↔ mj, we can formulate the N = 2 democratic bootstrap equations. Choosing this different channel takes the invariant cross ratios T, X, τ ± 1 and τ ± 2 at the points (4.11) to 18) and so the four point function (4.14) can equally well be expanded as
Comparing like powers of the independent structure constants c andc in this expression and (4.14) allows us to formulate the expressions 
These are the bootstrap equations for the democratic (or homogeneous) N = 2 supersymmetric Galilean conformal field theories.
Global N = 2 democratic blocks
In the large c limit we can again find closed form expressions for the blocks (4.14) by acting with the Casimir of the global subalgebra as a differential operator acting on the four point function and solving the corresponding differential eigenvalue equations. Each of the four blocks in (4.14) will solve the same differential equations, so for now we will not yet distinguish between them, but simply write the large c limit of any of the blocks as g ∆,ξ (p|t, x, θ ± , η ± ). After finding the most general solution to the differential equations we can compare with the explicit expansion (4.17) and fix the integration constants for each of the blocks. We now proceed to find the differential equations for the blocks. First we expand the function g ∆,ξ (p|t, x, θ ± , η ± ) in the fermionic coordinates in the same way as in (4.13)
The first Casimir is unchanged with respect to C 1 in (2.27) and hence every function f I (p|t, x) above solves the differential equation
The second Casimir now gets contributions from both supercharges, which changes its eigenvalue to λ p 2 = ξ p (2∆ p − 1). Just as the blocks and the OPE, also the Casimir equations decouple into two sectors. The functions f 0 , f θ + η + , f θ − η − and f θθηη obey one set of coupled differential equations and the rest (the functions which only multiply the mixed ± fermionic terms in (4.23)) obey another set. The first set of equations is
The solution to this set of equations (and simultaneously to (4.24)) can be parameterized by four arbitrary constants, a 1,2,3,4
The second set of equations is
The solution to these equations (and simultaneously to (4.24)) are parameterized by the arbitrary constants, b 1,2,3,4
From the structure of the fermionic terms (see for instance (4.17)) it is clear that the mixed blocks (B ji mn and C ji mn ) should correspond to solutions with non-zero b coefficients, while the other blocks have non-zero a coefficients. We can find the value for these integration constants by comparing the small t and x expansion of the solutions above with (the large c limit of) (4.17) . We find that the blocks are given by the above function g ∆,ξ (p|t, x, θ ± , η ± ) with only one non-zero integration constant. These are for the
Putting the above results together, the final solution for the global blocks at equal external weights ∆ and ξ reads
This is one of the main results of this paper: the global democratic (or homogeneous) supersymmetric Galilean conformal blocks. Since in this case the global subgroup (which was used to derive this result) is isomorphic to the N = 2 supersymmetric Poincaré algebra, these block correspond to the global super Poincaré blocks (upon exchanging the coordinates t and x). It would be interesting to compute this result holographically in the supergravity theories studied in [77] by means of the methods developed for flat space holography in [57] .
Supersymmetric Galilean conformal blocks: N = 2 despotic
The N = 2 supersymmetric extension of the GCA algebra in which the fermionic generators scale in the same way as the bosonic generators in the limit from the N = (1, 1) superconformal algebra is referred to as the despotic or the inhomogeneous SGCA algebra. The representations and correlation functions were studied in [73] . Here we will extend the analysis to the supersymmetric Galilean blocks and their large c limit.
The algebra has commutation relations
The algebra has a super Virasoro subalgebra spanned by L n and G r and it satisfies a natural grading (apart from the grading of supersymmetry) under which L n , G r are even and M n , H r are odd. This means that the commutators of even generators among themselves give even generators, even with odd generators give odd generators on the right hand side, while odd generators (anti-)commute.
We will work exclusively in the NS sector, where r takes half integer values and the global subalgebra is spanned by L n , M n with n = −1, 0, +1 and G r , H r with r = ± 1 2 . The vector fields generating this supersymmetric algebra on superspace parameterized by (t, x, θ, χ) are
where the Grassmann coordinates (θ, χ) are associated to G r , H r respectively. Note the appearance of fermionic dependence in the M n generators, due to their non-trivial commutation relation with the supercharges G r . Primary fields can be organized as superfields, depending on all super coordinates, which we will keep denoting by Φ(t, x, θ, χ)
The action of the generators on primary fields is given by
Primary states are still labeled by their M 0 and L 0 eigenvalue and the in and out states are defined as before by inserting a field at the origin of superspace and at the infinite future respectively
Here the vacuum state |0 is defined as being annihilated by all lowering operators and the global subgroup (so by all L n , M n , G n , H n with n ≥ −1). Raising operators L n , M n , G n , H n with n < 0 create descendants in the despotic SGCA module
Where {k}, {l}, {r}, {s} are ordered sets of integers such that k i ≥ k i+1 , l i ≥ l i+1 , r i > r i+1 and s i > s i+1 . Particularly, following from the transformation rules (5.4) the states corresponding to the fields ψ 1 , ψ 2 and F in (5.3) can be obtained as descendants of (5.5)
The L 0 weights of these states are shifted by one half for the fermions |ψ i and by one for the boson |F , but now M 0 acts non-diagonally on the fermions:
This is reminiscent of the Jordan block structure encountered in logarithmic CFTs (see for instance [84] ), used in this context in [58] to construct null 'BMS-multiplets'. Hermitian conjugation swaps the order of the generators and takes their index to minus itself. The inner product of states M {N },{N } = ∆, ξ, {N }|∆, ξ, {N } for the first few levels gives:
and
in the basis
Despotic correlation functions and odd sector
The despotic algebra differs from the democratic algebra only in the fermionic generators, hence the correlation functions for the bosonic quantities remain unchanged, while the fermionic correlators will be different. In the two point function (2.9) this change is captured entirely by replacing x mn and t mn by the new super coordinates x mn and t mn , defined as
The generic three point function still depends on two structure constants which we will denote as c imn andc imn . This time however, the space and time coordinates become the above supersymmetric coordinates and the Grassmann-valued invariants are slightly more complicated. Specifically
here Θ inm is given by (3.8) with t replaced by t, or explicitly,: 12) and Ξ inm reads:
It can be verified that these Grassmann valued combinations are invariant under the global subalgebra of the despotic SGCA. 4 The four point correlator depends on an arbitrary function of two bosonic and four fermionic cross ratios. We take it, at equal external weights, to be
where now the bosonic cross ratios read
and we have defined four nilpotent Grassmannian invariants from conveniently chosen combinations of (5.12) and (5.13)
At these points the cross ratios (5.15a) become 19) and
Explicitly expanding in the fermionic coordinates, we may write the correlator (5.14) in terms of eight bosonic functions. We will label these functions by the Grassmann coordinates they multiply at the points (5.18) as
Despotic SGC blocks
Just like in the democratic case (4.14), the presence of two independent structure constants in the three point function implies that the four point function expands into four blocks where for sake of conciseness we have used Z = {t, x, θ,θ, χ,χ} to denote the coordinate dependence. In order to write down the explicit form of the blocks we split the three point functions (5.11) into the two sectors, one per independent structure constant, i.e. ΦΦΦ = ΦΦΦ c + ΦΦΦ c . At a convenient choice of coordinates the three point functions are
The four different blocks are computed the same way as in previous sections: one introduces a complete basis of states in the middle of the four point function (5.14) and identifies the appropriate block by the structure constants it multiplies. The general expressions in this case are equivalent to (4.16), but with θ ± replaced by {θ, χ} and η ± replaced by {θ,χ}. Of course, the actual values for the inverse Kac determinant and the OPE coefficients are now different and the three point functions are computed by acting with the differential operators (5.4) on the three point functions (5.23). Explicitly computing the first few terms in the expansion gives at equal external weights
By considering how the invariant cross ratios behave under crossing symmetry we can obtain the N = 2 despotic bootstrap equations. Crossing symmetry takes the cross ratios T, X and τ k with k = 1, . . . , 4 at the points (5.18) to
The differential equations obtained by inserting the Casimir C 1 into the four point function, written in terms of the differential operators (2.31), are given by
For the second Casimir the differential equations are
Solving these differential equations and fixing the integration constants by comparing the small t and x expansion of the solution with (5.24), we can obtain the global blocks for despotic SGCA. We find:
This is the last main result of this paper: the despotic N = 2 supersymmetric Galiliean conformal blocks.
Conclusions
In this paper we have set up the bootstrap program for quantum field theories with nonrelativistic conformal supersymmetry. We have explicitly derived the bootstrap equations in terms of the supersymmetric Galilean conformal (SGC) blocks, which we have computed in the limit of large central charge in three different supersymmetric extensions of the Galilean conformal algebra. There are many possible paths for further research related to this work, which are needed to deepen the understanding of these types of theories. We mention a few here. Some important aspects to analyze are the roles of null states and fusion rules in theories with SGC invariance. Generically the presence of null states imposes additional constraints on the correlation functions and on the blocks. Interestingly, in [73] null states for the despotic case were found which could not be obtained from a limit of null states in the relativistic N = (1, 1) superconformal theory. It thus seems that the non-relativistic theory could have more null states than its relativistic cousin and a thorough analysis might lead to novel constraints which could be used to study the Galilean conformal blocks beyond the large c limit and the non-relativistic fusion rules.
Another avenue of future research would be to compute the subleading corrections to the global blocks from suitable generalizations of [24, 25] to the non-relativistic case. In that work a conformal transformation is used to map the conformal block with heavy operator insertions (with weight scaling with c in the large c limit) to the global block in a non-trivial background. Their result has implications for holography, where the block with both light and heavy operators corresponds to a light probe interacting with a bulk BTZ black hole. A similar setting was used in 3D flat space holography in [58] and it would be interesting to extend this to the supersymmetric Galilean conformal blocks presented here and the three dimensional flat space supergravities of [75, 77] .
Concerning the application of field theory results to flat holography in three dimensions, a key issue still remains to be addressed. As mentioned in the introduction, many of the results in the flat space holography literature use the non-relativistic Galilean conformal theory and then swap the space and time coordinate with the null direction along and the spatial coordinate at I . Although this seems to work in many cases, it is still unclear how to derive these results (for our case in particular, the BMS blocks) from an intrinsically ultra-relativistic point of view. This is especially relevant if one wants to understand the BMS blocks in higher dimensions, where the isomorphism with GCA fails (in fact, in any dimension the BMS group is the conformal extension of the Carroll group [85] ). Progress in this direction could come from a more detailed understanding of BMS invariant quantum field theories in the unitary induced representations of [50] .
Further possible extensions of the present work is to include the presence of R-symmetry in the N = 2 cases. Those theories are obtained from the non-relativistic limit of N = (2, 0) superconformal theories. In addition one could set up the same procedure in higher dimensions, where (unlike the conformal algebra) the Galilean conformal algebra remains infinite dimensional, though the isomorphism with BMS is lost. Lastly, it would be very interesting to extend the present work with a study of the implications of (a suitable limit of) modular invariance in Galilean conformal theories. This is because the necessary and sufficient conditions for a CFT to be defined consistently on two dimensional Riemann surfaces of arbitrary genus are crossing symmetry of the four-point functions on the sphere, and modular invariance of the partition function and the one-point functions on the torus [86] . It would be interesting to see whether the notion of non-relativistic modular invariance developed in [52] can similarly be used to constrain the GCA data through a non-relativistic version of the modular bootstrap [87] and, in combination with crossing symmetry on the sphere, define consistent non-relativistic conformal field theories on 2 dimensional surfaces with higher genus.
Here we will be treating the more general case to explicitly show some of the subtleties that arise due to a non-zero θ n . This is needed if we wish to express the blocks (3.15) 
Specifically this implies that the three point function with descendants at (t,
where the sum on the right hand side only runs over integer levels. This accounts for the first three point function in (3.15). The OPE coefficients are related to one another according to recursion relations, which are obtained by acting with lowering operators on both sides of the OPE (A.5)
with k, r > 0. The states |N, α, q are defined as:
with β {0,0,0},0,0 = 1 and q = (0, 1) when N ∈ (Z, Z + 1 2 ) respectively. It is easy to check that combining both the recursion relations involving the supergenerator Q r one obtains the recursion relation imposed by Note that the factor of x α appearing here is not the supersymmetric coordinate x α , as we have shown that all the θη dependent terms are in the exponent.
A.3 N = 2 Democratic
In the N = 2 cases the appearance of a second structure constant in the three point function implies that the OPE will also receive two separate contributions, leading to two sectors with their own OPE coefficients, an 'untilded sector' with coefficients β Here R and S are either 0 or 1, depending on the number of Q ± descendants: an even number of Q + operators in the descendant implies |r| ∈ Z and R = 0, while an odd number implies |r| ∈ Z + 1 2 and R = 1. Likewise for S and the number of Q − operators. The general expressions for the OPE with non-zero Grassmann coordinates on Φ n , say η ± , is clearly much more involved than in the N = 1 case. This time we would need to consider quadratic and quartic combinations of the four Grassmann variables θ ± , η ± . However, since the three-point functions relevant for the SGC blocks (i.e. with non-zero fermionic coordinate dependence) can also be computed by acting with the differential operators (4.2) on the three point function of primaries we will focus only on finding the coefficients β The coefficients β andβ can alternatively be found by solving a set of recursive relations. First we can split the OPE into two parts explicitly, one for each independent structure constant, by writing Φ m (t, x, θ ± )|∆ n , ξ n = p,{N },α For the despotic algebra (5.1), the functional form of the operator product expansion is identical to the democratic one (A.17) up to renaming variables. This is due to the fact that L 0 has not changed with respect to the democratic case (while taking θ + → θ and θ − → χ). However, the M 0 action now receives contributions from fermionic generators. In particular, it contains a term 
